Poise

by Bisley

Belong wherever you work

Balance productivity and style,
no matter where you work.
Create a sanctuary wherever you work with our new
Poise range. Poise works beautifully as a standalone
piece or suites stylishly together as a collection.
Made out of natural materials, the minimalist ply
contrasts exquisitely with the steel and aluminium,
adding a sweep of colour to your workspace.

Poise
“When your place of work shifts from day to day, having a dependable,
personal space maintains a sense of connection.”
Richard Costin, CEO

Poise Desk
Pair with pieces from the Poise range
or style as a standalone feature.
The understated, natural edge
ply worktop and tapered oak legs
contrast beautifully with the steel
under-desk shelving, adding a sweep
of colour to your workspace.

Poise Coffee Table
The Poise Coffee Table means that
you can break up your working day,
with space to recharge, take 5 or
collaborate. A place to stow your
laptop in-between meetings or when
the day is done, the Poise Coffee
Table ensures that you can relax in
comfort.

Poise Sideboard
The Poise Sideboard provides an
understated, minimalist place to
pop your printer and other office
essentials. Crafted from laminated
white plywood, it features the
unique Poise legs and adjustable
interior shelving behind the sliding
steel doors.

Poise Task Table
A space saver with a sleek
aluminium contour, the Poise
Task Table can adapt to your
environment, providing a
perch point to work, wherever
you’re sitting.

FINISHES
The Poise desktops and carcases are plywood with exposed edges and a white laminate face.
All steel and aluminium elements are available in a choice of 34 paint colours from the Vision colour palette.
Steel paint finish options

Plywood finish

FEATURES

BENEFITS

• Carcases, desktops and shelving feature
exposed, hand sanded and oiled plywood
edges with white laminate face

• Customisable – Add a statement colour to
your workspace with a choice of 34 steel and
aluminium paints to contrast beautifully with
the white-faced plywood elements

• 34 steel and aluminium paint colours
available as standard
• Tapered solid wood legs with lacquered finish
• The Poise Desk features heavy gauge steel
mounting brackets with visible matching
accent colours
• The Poise Sideboard features adjustable
shelving and steel sliding doors for maximum
storage capacity
• 5 year guarantee

• Detail – Poise is a premium, hand-finished
collection with contoured steel and alluminium,
exposed plywood edges and signature tapered
legs, providing reliable office essentials without
sacrificing style
• Storage – Keep all your most important items
close to hand. The Poise Desk, Coffee Table
and Sideboard all offer practical storage and
stowage, helping to keep your workspace clear.

• Designed and made in the UK

Belong creates a sanctuary
wherever you are.

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITY GUIDE

Poise Desk

Poise Sideboard

H 740mm
W 1400mm
D 600mm

H 621mm
W 1000mm
D 450mm

Work surface
1400 x 600mm

Internal:
1 adjustable shelf
H 352
W 964
D 391

Shelf 1 H 95mm
Shelf 1 W 305mm
Shelf 1 D 475mm
Shelf 2 H 115mm
Shelf 2 W 225mm
Shelf 2 D 475mm
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Poise Coffee Table

Poise Task Table

H 425mm
W 810mm
D 600mm

H 618mm
W 500mm
D 450mm

Shelf H 126mm
Shelf W 613mm
Shelf D 500mm

Work surface
500 x 345mm

Belong

Part of the Belong collection

